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Procedurally implemented synthetic audio could offer greater interactive potential for audio in games than 
the currently popular sample based approach does. At the same time, synthetic audio can reduce storage 
requirements that using sample based audio results in. This study examines these potentials, and looks at one 
game interaction in depth to gain knowledge around if players prefer and chooses objects with interactive 
sounds generated through procedurally implemented modal synthesis, over objects with traditionally 
implemented sample based sound. An in-game environment listening test was created where 20 subjects 
were asked to throw a ball, 35 times, at a wall to destroy wall tiles and reveal a message. For each throw they 
could select one of two balls; one ball had a modal synthesis sound that varied in pitch with how hard the 
ball was thrown, the other had a traditionally implemented sample based sound that did not correspond with 
how hard it was thrown but one of four samples was called at random. The subjects were then asked 
questions to evaluate how realistic they perceived the two versions to be, which they preferred, and how they 
perceived the sounds corresponding to interaction. The results show that the modal synthesis version is 
preferred and perceived as being more realistic than the sample based version, but wether this was a deciding 
factor in subjects’ choices could not be determined.  
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1. Introduction 
Synthetic audio has been used in the game industry 
since the beginning, when special effects and music 
used dedicated chips to produce waveforms, 
envelopes, and noise bursts. However the grainy 
melodies and noise bursts these chips produces 
weren’t adequate for the more complex and 
detailed games that followed. The switch from 
dedicated synth chips to sample based audio, which 
is used today, was therefore driven by sound 
quality, the choice of sound that could be rendered, 
and to avoid the fatigue and repetitiveness that 
comes with using crude waveforms and noise 
bursts. Sample based audio, instead made the 
central processing unit of the computer handle the 
digital audio (Farnell, 2007).  

However, even if a more variety of sounds could be 
rendered, repetitiveness could still be present. 
Repetitiveness in game sound is a big problem 
because it can make the game seem less realistic. 
One risk of using samples is that the player will 
begin to recognize specific samples. To avoid that, 
variation is needed, and to create believable 
variation in the sounds, a lot of recorded samples 
are needed. With this comes the time consuming 
and labor intensive part of finding, or creating, and 
storing lots and lots of samples. And, every sample 
eats up a part of the limited storage available for 
the sound in the game. These limitations cause 
designers and developers to strike a balance among 
time, labor and storage. That balance might have an 
impact on the believability of the game (Farnell, 
2007; Paul, 2008). 

Alternatively, the designer can make few samples 
and process them offline to create variation, which 
cuts down on labor and saves time, but every 
processed sample still eats up storage. Or, they 
might process the samples in real-time, as the 
player plays the game to save storage, but there are 
limits to what applying effects to recorded sounds 
can do. 

Now, there are still other options. Both synthesis 
and computers have improved a lot since the dawn 
of computer games, which means that we, today, 
are capable generating audio in real-time through 
synthesis, and not take up the storage it would need 
if we were storing the sample based version of the 
sounds. Procedurally implemented audio means 
that we can introduce variation into the sound 
synthesis process so that each time a sound is 
synthesized it is a little different, generating 
potentially limitless amounts of variation without 
storing many samples. Since the computational 
power of the past has not been sophisticated 
enough to use procedurally implemented synthesis, 
this has not been used effectively in games. But 

with the CPU capacity of today’s computers, 
generating high quality synthetic audio and 
processing it procedurally in real-time is not a hard 
task for the computers to perform anymore. 
Procedural, synthetic audio also has the advantage 
that the procedures can utilize variables taken from 
the game state and user input, potentially making 
procedural audio more dynamic and interactive by 
varying the sounds through interaction. It is more 
flexible for the designer to create suitable and 
adaptable sounds for the game, which is more 
appropriate to an interactive environment (Böttcher 
& Serafin, 2009; Farnell, 2007). This study 
examines the potential of procedural, synthetic 
audio. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Procedural Audio 

Procedural audio is the process of generating audio, 
often synthetic audio, in real-time according to a set 
of programmatic rules that use variables from live 
inputs. As Farnell (2007) puts it: ”In fact procedural 
audio can be though [sic!] of as just the program, 
which is another way of saying that the process 
entirely captures the intended result. The program 
is the music or sound, it implicitly contains the data 
and the means to create audio” (p. 2).  

Since games are getting more complex and 
exponentially larger in terms of storage 
requirements, generating sufficient audio content to 
occupy the world is starting to become a harder 
task to solve, even with large sound designer teams. 
Procedural audio is therefore starting to become an 
attractive and viable option, to automatically 
generate sound for all possible objects and 
interactions. 

The amount of data in today’s games are reaching 
newer heights, with the recommended free hard 
drive space being 65 GB for the game Grand Theft 
Auto V (Rockstar Games, 2014). This is an 
exponential increase from the previous game, 
Grand Theft Auto IV which had a recommended 
free hard drive space of 18 GB (Rockstar Games, 
2011). Taking into consideration that Grand Theft 
Auto V supposedly used procedural audio systems 
for around 35 % of the sound of some areas in the 
game, this shows that this area is of significant 
relevance for future games and developments to 
come, to meet the players expectations of higher 
quality games (MacGregor, 2014)  

Synthesis of sound is not the perfect solution, says 
Farnell (2007). There are areas to take in 
consideration when using it, areas where it may 
never replace recorded sample based audio. One of 
these areas are the perceived realism of the sound, 
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another is the cost to implement it, both the CPU 
cost to procedurally implement it and the cost 
relative the budget of using it on large scale 
commercial games.  

Farnell (2007) summarizes and divides the 
advantages and disadvantages of using procedural 
systems in games into Table 1: 

 

Some of these points may be outdated considering 
his paper had been published in 2007. Points that 
are no longer very relevant are the point regarding 
legally limitation for non-US countries, and the 
point of no open DSP engines. 

1.1.2 Modal Synthesis 

The type of synthesis that will be studied here is 
modal synthesis, since it has been used in studies 
for games before, and since there are commercially 
viable options to implement it with (Audiokinetic, 
2017; Mengual, Moffat, & Reiss, 2016). 

Bilbao (2006) describes modal synthesis as ”…
modal description of vibration of objects of 
potentially complex geometry”(p. 1). This means 
that a real vibrating object is decomposed into 
several different , and complex resonant 
frequencies. This provides a synthesis model so 
that the objects then can be recomposed using 
sinusoidal additive synthesis. 

Mengual et al. (2016) used modal synthesis to 
procedurally reproduce various melee and ranged 
weapons sounds, all modeled after samples 
collected from a sound effects library called the 
Boom Library (Boom library, 2017).  

The modeled weapons included: 
Ranged: 
• Beretta M9 Pistol 

• Winchester 1300 Shotgun 
• AK47 Machine Gun 
Melee: 
• Axe 
• Hammer 
• Rapier 

The sounds were analyzed through a Short-Time 
Fourier Transform, to collect frequency information 
from the sound. The detected peaks and the 
analyzed envelopes were then recreated through 
spectral modeling synthesis, using sinusoidal 
additive synthesis. Due to the sinusoidal additive 
synthesis’ output being harmonically clean, the 
modeled sound may be perceived as sounding 
artificial. This was counteracted using residual 
noise, to obtain a more realistic final sound. In their 
case, an adaptive method of subtractive synthesis 
was used, which subtracts the sounds modes from 
the white noise (melee and shotgun sound used 
pink noise), merging the sounds together more 
naturally and appealing.  

Ranged weapon sounds are more dependent on the 
stochastic part of the modeling (i.e., the residual 
noise) due to the sounds being noise based. The 
melee weapons are more dependent on the 
deterministic part (i.e., the modes) (Mengual et al.
2016).    

In the final part of producing the sounds, an 
aesthetic approach was taken, where reverb and 
saturation was added to the signal. This was to try 
and appeal to the listeners, who may be more 
accustomed to listen to post processed weapon 
sounds in games and movies. To attain this, a 
general medium room reverb was subjectively 
chosen, these settings remained the same through 
the different sounds. The saturation, or soft clipping 
distortion, was added to obtain additional 
harmonics, and create a richer signal.   

Lastly a web browser-based audio perceptual 
evaluation test was made on 15 subjects, to rate the 
quality of realism and desirability. The subjects 
rated the different instances of each sound i.e. only 
the stochastic part, only the deterministic part, with/
without post processing, against the sampled based 
stimuli. The results emerging from the tests were 
varied and spread out depending on what type of 
sound that was evaluated. The noise based, gun 
sounds had a tendency to not be perceived as being 
as realistic and desirable as their sample based 
parent, with the exception of the winchester 1300 
shotgun that was rated as having equal desirability 
and realism quality as the sample. All melee sounds 
on the contrary were evaluated as equally or more 
desirable and realistic than the sample.  
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Table 1: recreated from Farnell (2007)

Advantages Disadvantages

Can counter the exponential 
growth of data content

Not a lot of knowledge around 
the system

Add interactivity to the sounds There is already an established 
production method 

Todays increase of processing 
power allows for it

Underdeveloped tool-chains for 
development 

Aesthetic control in later periods 
of production

Outsourced content producers 

Potential for research Legally limited for non-US 
countries

Automatic physical 
parametrization 

Physics engine designed for 
graphics

Easier management of assets No, or few, effective open DSP 
engines



Mengual et al. (2016) concluded that they had 
”presented a procedural audio model that 
synthesizes different impact-based sounds using 
spectral modeling synthesis” (p. 6), and that the 
synthesis output allows for an interactive 
performance system, which could be manageable, 
and tweaked by the user. They also stated that 
optimization was done to meet gaming consoles 
and real world performance requirements. 
However, no game implementation was performed.  

1.1.3 Interactive Audio 

There are several advantages of using synthesis 
procedurally, one of these is the possibility to 
significantly reduce the memory storage required to 
store a large library of sample based sound files. 
Another clear advantage is the ability to, in real-
time dynamically manipulate the parameters 
connected to player input or game state (Cook, 
2002). Synthesis techniques used to introduce 
variation through interactions have been 
demonstrated by Böttcher & Serafin (2009) to be 
more entertaining, be perceived having higher 
quality, and be preferred to using sample based 
audio, which was perceived as less interactive. 
Another aspect of using it, is to utilize and drive 
creativity and experimentation for the sound 
designer (MacGregor, 2014). 

1.2 Research Question 

This study will look at one game interaction in 
depth to gain knowledge around if players prefer 
and choose objects with interactive sounds 
generated through procedurally implemented modal 
synthesis, over objects with traditionally 
implemented sample based sound which does not 
correspond and varies through interaction. 

1.3 Aim/Purpose 

Since sample based audio uses more storage than 
procedurally generated audio, procedurally 
generated synthetic audio may be a way to 
counteract the exponentially growing size of future 
games. This is needed since data storage is a 
limited resource. But even as storage increases, 
procedural audio could offer greater interactive 
potential. 

If interactive synthetic audio though modal 
synthesis is shown, through these experiments, 
interacting in a more interesting and varied way 
compared to sample based audio, it could be used 
to enhance the experience of games. 

2. Method 
2.1 Level 

To test if players choose and prefer interactive 
objects generated through modal synthesis over 
traditionally recorded samples, and see if 
interacting with objects that use procedurally 
implemented modal synthesis improves the 
interactive experience, a listening test was 
conducted. The concept of the listening test was to 
create a game where the player could interact with 
an object that would trigger a sound suitable to 
reproduce using modal synthesis and procedural 
implementation, whilst also being a realistic 
representation of that object. It was also important 
to have an interaction that would alter the sound, 
such as varying the pitch and level to how hard an 
object was thrown. The object and stimuli that was 
chosen for this interaction was a rubber ball that the 
player could pick up and throw around, since it was 
an appropriate object for this kind of interaction.  

In the game, the player would have a choice of two 
balls to throw at a wall, one turquoise and one 
magenta which each would trigger a sound when 
thrown, one which had sample based audio and one 
which had modal synthesis. On the wall was a 
message covered by tiles that would disappear 
whenever the player would throw the ball at the 
tiles. The message, in keeping with the game 
theme, was a quote taken from the book The 
Restaurant at the End of the Universe (Adams, 
1980), and read: 

”There is a theory which states that if ever 
anyone discovers exactly what the 
Universe is for and why it is here, it will 
instantly disappear and be replaced by 
something even more bizarre and 
inexplicable. 

There is another theory which states that 
this has already happened. (p.1)” 

The subjects each had 35 tries to try and reveal the 
message on the wall. The reason for having a rather 
large amount of tries is so they would get familiar 
with each sound, and could easily answer questions 
regarding the objects sounds later in the 
questionnaire. 

2.2 Stimuli 

2.2.1 Ball Sound Stimuli 

The stimuli, or ball sounds were created using two 
different recordings of ball sounds. One was a  
basketball hitting concrete, recorded by the author. 
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The other was a recording called BallKick.wav 
downloaded from freesound, uploaded by the user 
mikaelfernstrom (2009), comprising of a ball, such 
as a football or similar, being kicked or hit against a 
wall. The basketball had some higher resonances, 
which was appropriate for the rubber ball-type 
sound, whilst the other recording had a lower 
resonance that was suitable for the foundational 
lower frequencies of the balls. Combining these 
sounds resulted in the samples used for the two 
balls. Four samples were created. 

2.2.2 Other Sounds Used in the Game 

Footsteps 
Footstep sounds were used for when the player 
walked around in the game area. They were created 
by recording a person walking on concrete. A total 
of 12 samples were used, 6 samples per foot which 
was played in a randomized sequence. 

VO 
A recording of a voice was played in the end of the 
game, instructing the subjects to answer the 
questionnaire.  

2.2.3 SoundSeed Impact and Impact modeler 

To procedurally implement and play the sound 
through synthesis in real time, Audiokinetic’s 
Soundseed Impact was used (Audiokinetic, 2017). 
To model the sounds and create appropriate files to 
be used with the SoundSeed Impact plug-in, a 
program called Impact Modeler, was used to 
analyze and generate the modal synthesis file 
(.ssm) and the residual sample file (.wav) 
(Audiokinetic, 2017).  

Each sample was then analyzed through the Impact 
Modeler, to generate the appropriate files, the 
residual sound file, saved as a .wav file, and the 
model parameters, saved as a .ssm file. The settings 
used for analysis of each ball can be seen in Table 
2. 

The resolution was set to 5 which resulted in a 
model where only one resonance was modeled. 
This was so that the fundamental lowest frequency 
of the sound later was the only resonance that was 
varied. This was also subjectively chosen by the 
author since it sounded more similar to the modeled 
sample than by modeling more resonances. The 
sample rate of 44.1 kHz was used for the residual 
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Figure 1: Picture of the 
Impact Modeler, its 
settings, the modeled 
mode, and spectral 
overview of the third 
ball sound.

Table 2

Parameters/
Mode Filtering

Explanation Used

Sample Rate Sets sample rate of 
the residual sample

44100

Resolution Sets resolution of the 
analysis, influencing 
the number resonant 
frequencies detected 

5

Bandwidth 
Scale

Alters the detected 
bandwidth scale

0

Min Mode 
Distance

Sets a minimum 
distance between the 
modes that are going 
to be analyzed.

500

Peak 
Threshold

Sets a peak dB 
threshold, 
resonances below 
won’t be recreated. 

None



sample so that high frequency content wouldn’t be 
affected. Other parameter settings was set at its 
default value. A picture of the Impact Modeler with 
the settings used, and the spectral overview of the 
third ball sound can be seen in Figure 1, and the 
spectral overview of the synthesis of the third ball 
can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

2.2.4 Size of the Files 

The size of each ball sample file, the residual 
sample and the model parameter file can be seen in 
Table 3. 

2.3 ABX Pre-Study 

An ABX test was conducted to examine if there is 
an audible difference between the generated modal 
synthesis with its residual, and the sample based 
parent, and see if the process of generation had an 
audible effect on the sounds. To verify if the modal 
synthesis version is a realistic substitute for the 
samples, the subjects should not be able to 
distinguish between the versions. 

The four samples were analyzed and generated into 
the appropriate model files using the Impact 
Modeler. The synthesis sounds, with the residual 
file was then played back and recorded internally in 
the computer using Audacity (Audacity, 2017), 
resulting in four samples of the recorded modal 
synthesis, and the four original sample based 
parents. Recording the modal synthesis version, 
having it as a recorded sample, was important for 
control of the playback in the listening test. So that 
both versions could as easily be played back.   

The two versions of each sound, the sample based 
parent and the (recorded) modal synthesis, was then 
compared in the ABX test. Five trained listeners 
were then asked to try and determine which of A or 
B was the same as the reference X (the sample 
based parent) for each of the four sounds. Which of 
the sample based parent, and the modal synthesis 
sample was A and B was randomized for each trial, 
and for each subject by using an online list 
randomizer (Random.org, 2017). On a computer 
desktop, they were presented with one folder for 
each trial, each containing stimuli A, B, and X. 
They would choose the file and press the spacebar 
button on the computer to play the sound through 
the operating systems player (OSX). They could 
adjust the volume however, and whenever they 
liked, and they could listen to the stimuli as much 
as they needed. A pair of KRK 6400 closed-back 
headphones were used during the listening test. 
Results are discussed below. 

2.3.1 ABX Results and Analysis 

In Table 4 the results from the ABX tests are 
presented. The ✓-symbol marks a correct answer, 
while the X-symbol marks an incorrect. Binomial 
analysis was performed on the results, using Stat 
Trek’s Binomial Calculator (StatTrek.com, 2017), 
with the probability of success on a single trial set 
to 0.5. On Ball 1, 3, and 4 the p-value equals 
0.3125 which exceeds alpha (0.05), whilst on Ball 2 
the p-value equals 0.03125 and does not exceed 
alpha. So a statistically significant audible 
difference is observed on Ball 2, while there’s no 
statistically audible difference between the sample 
based version and the modal synthesis version of 
Ball 1, 3, and 4.  
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Figure 2: Spectral overview of the synthesis of the 
third ball sound.

Table 3

File Size

Model parameters 63 byte

Residual Sample 52090 byte

Synthesis sum 52153 byte

Ball 1 sample 85810 byte

Ball 2 sample 84358 byte

Ball 3 sample 80078 byte

Ball 4 sample 89796 byte

Ball sample sum 320042 byte

Table 4: ABX-test results
Subjects Ball 1 Ball 2 Ball 3 Ball 4

1 X ✓ X X

2 ✓ ✓ ✓ X

3 X ✓ X X

4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

http://stattrek.com


2.4 Main experiment 

2.4.1 Unreal Implementation 

In terms of being able to replicate this experiment it 
is necessary to know that the level was created 
using Unreal Engine 4.14.3 (Epic Games, 2017), 
and was built out of a C++ First Person Example 
Map template. Using the C++ version, and utilizing 
Microsoft Visual Studios (Microsoft, 2017) to build 
the project was important to get SoundSeed Impact 
to register itself with its license and the game.  

To then create the level, some game mechanics that 
was originally included with the C++ First Person 
Example Map template had to be removed. Jump 
mechanics had to be removed completely, so that 
subjects wouldn’t be able to jump over obstacles. 
The shooting input configuration was remapped to 
pick up objects, whilst the including gun prop was 
removed. Other game mechanics that was included 
in the template, such as walking mechanics and the 
walking animation was left and utilized in the 
game.  

The two balls were put on a platform in the middle 
of the level, behind the starting position of the 
player, see Figure 3. The player would then select a 
ball, move towards the wall, and throw the ball. On 
impact, either the synthesis or the sample based 
sound would be triggered. Every time the player 
would throw a ball, the color of the ball would get 
printed in the top left corner so it would be easy to 
count the subjects choices later, for analysis. Three 
seconds after the ball had been thrown, the player 
was teleported to the starting location, and the balls 
were re-spawned.  

The level was a testing area floating around in the 
air, surrounded in blocking volume. To avoid the 
ball being thrown out of the map, and not register 
an impact, blocking volume was put around the 
area hindering any ball from going outside the area. 
This is not a realistic situation, however since this 
is a game, and players usually experience 

limitations in game maps, and being blocked out of 
areas this is ecologically valid in a game scenario. 
The area floating around in the air was used so that 
no reverberation of rooms would have to be 
present, which it normally would if an area 
completely surrounded by walls was used.  

To get the ball to trigger a sound when it hit the 
wall, a hit event was used. This hit event was 
connected to a branch, which had the boolean 
variable ”Is Holding Object”, this was made so that 
whenever the player was holding the ball, the 
boolean would be true, and the player would not 
trigger the sound by accidentally bumping in to 
other objects. Whenever the boolean variable was 
false, the sound could be triggered. To ensure the 
ball would only trigger whenever it impacted on 
something and not when it rolled, the balls velocity 
had to be measured. A vector variable called ”Last 
Vel” was set with the balls velocity. The variable 
was then compared to the balls current velocity by 
subtracting the current velocity with the variable. 
The resulting length of the vector was then 
compared with the value of 50, and if it was bigger, 
it would then trigger the sound and print a string 
with the balls color. The idea around this was so 
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Figure 3: The whole map with the wall, and the two 
balls.

Figure 5: The logic for the modal synthesis ball which triggers the sound, sets the RTPC-value, 
and calls the event which destroys the actors and teleports the player. 

Figure 4: The logic for destroying the actors and calling the 
event which teleports the player.



that every time a significant and sudden change in 
velocity was measured it would trigger the sound. 
The ball would then also trigger a custom event 
which destroyed the ball actor, destroyed the other 
ball actor, teleported the player to the starting 
position again, and re-spawned both balls (see 
Figure 4). For the complete logic see Figure 5. 

To set the RTPC-value (Real-Time Parameter 
Control) and vary the sound of the modal synthesis 
ball, after how hard the ball was thrown, the Event 
Tick node was used to update the value every 
frame. The value for the RTPC variable was set to 
the normalized range, normalized between zero and 
one, of the balls vector length. This made sure that 
whenever the ball was hit hard, the RTPC-value 
would be close to one and whenever the ball was 
hit soft, the RTPC-value would be close to zero.  

A message was put on the wall, and tiles were 
created to cover it. The logic for the tiles was 
created so that every time something would collide 
with them, they would get destroyed, revealing the 
text behind (see Figure 6). 

Two versions of the game were packaged. The 
difference between the two maps was that the 
sounds for the balls was switched, to avoid one of 
the balls being chosen more for its color, or 
location. 50 % of the subjects were assigned to one 
version, and 50 % to the other.   

2.4.2 Wwise Implementation 

Wwise is an audio engine for games, which uses a 
graphical interface, the Wwise authoring tool, to 
centralize the processing and creation of sounds for 
games. Since SoundSeed Impact is a plug-in for 
Wwise, the Wwise authoring tool was used when 
implementing and processing the sounds for the 
game level (Audiokinetic, 2017).  

To implement the modal synthesis sound for the 
ball, the residual sample, from the third ball, was 
imported into an Actor-Mixer bus in Wwise. The 
SoundSeed Impact plug-in was then put as an effect 

on the Actor-Mixer bus, wherein the .ssm file (the 
model parameters file) was loaded.  

The RTPC-value that was set to how hard the ball 
was hit was then connected with the Frequency 
Stretching Amount within the SoundSeed plug-in to 
alter the modal resonance’s pitch, the curve for 
which can be seen in Figure 7. When the ball was 
hit very hard the RTPC-value could sometime 
exceed the value of one. Therefore the curve was 
set between zero and two, where if the player hit 
the ball with much force, they would hear a 
significantly more high pitch sound than if they 
were to throw the ball without much force. The 
RTPC-value was also connected to the output gain 
of the sound, the curve was set to the value of ±1.5.  

 

Other settings that were 
altered for the sound within 
the SoundSeed Impact 
effect can be seen in Figure 
8 . Slight variation in 
Frequency Stretching was 
used to add variation to the 
m o d a l r e s o n a n c e . 
Bandwidth Stretching , 
which affects the damping 
of the resonance was used 
to emphasize a difference 
between the sampled sound 
and the synthesis sound. 
The bandwidth stretching 
parameter was reduced 
with the value of 200 
which reduced the overall 
stiffness of the resonant 
sound, and made the 
r e s o n a n c e m o r e 
accentuated. This was done 
to try and direct the players focus towards the 
difference of the sounds, which was shown needed 
after a pilot study had been conducted. The pilot 
study is explained in the next section. 

To compare the two implementations fairly, and 
avoid one being chosen for the reason of it shifting 
in pitch, the sample based version also needed to 
have the same variation of pitch, but without 
corresponding to how hard the ball was thrown. 
The highest pitch of the modal synthesis was 
therefor analyzed with a spectrogram, and the 
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Figure 6: The tiles disappearing when the ball is 
thrown at them, and the players choice of ball is 
printed in the top left corner.

Figure 7: The curve for the Frequency Stretching 
Amount.

F i g u r e 8 : E f f e c t 
S e t t i n g s f o r t h e 
S o u n d S e e d I m p a c t 
Plug-in.



samples were pitched using Pro-Tools Pitch Shift 
Legacy to accommodate the pitch shift of the 
modal synthesis sound. This method is appropriate 
since similar pitch shifting alternatives can be 
found within the Unreal Engine 4 Editor (Epic 
Games, n.d.). Since the modal synthesis sound only 
pitch shifts the fundamental resonance of its sound, 
the fundamental note in the sample based version 
could not be pitched to match the modal synthesis 
version completely, since the complete sample is 
being pitched. Therefor to compromise, the sample 
based version was pitched so that the fundamental 
was lower, but the higher resonances were higher 
than the modal synthesis version, as can be seen in 
Figure 9. One of the four samples was kept at its 
original pitch, while the others were pitched to 
reduce the intervals between the lowest and the 
highest pitched sample (see Figure 10). 

To implement the sample based sounds for the ball, 
a random container was used in Wwise, including 
all four samples, so that the order of the sound was 
randomized.  

2.4.3 Pilot 

To finalize the game design, a pilot test was 
conducted to try and see how the subjects would 
interact with the game, and how they would answer 
the questionnaire. In the pilot, the player’s attention 
was not directed toward the sound, they would 
instead be directed to focus on the gameplay of 
destroying the wall tiles. The same approach was 
taken in the questionnaire, asking the players more 

indirect questions around the sound, such as ”How 
would you describe the interaction with the two 
balls?”.   

The subjects in the pilot were trained listeners, but 
not necessarily regularly players of games. The 
subjects were five student from the sound engineer 
education at LTU in Piteå, with varying experience 
with gaming. 

Equipment: 
- Beyerdynamic DT770 closed-back headphones 
- Steelseries Rival 100 optical gaming mouse 
- Windows Computer 

The pilot experiments were conducted at the 
computer lab, at Luleå Tekniska Universitet, 
campus Piteå. For the questionnaire questions, see 
Appendix H. 

The results from the pilot showed that the game 
was hard to play, and many players did not perceive 
that there was a difference in the sounds of the 
balls. The players were focused on trying to reveal 
the message, and on the mechanics of the game 
than on the difference in the sounds of the balls. 
The questionnaire responses also focused on the 
game mechanics, and how interacting with the balls 
was difficult. It was then concluded that it was 
important to try and direct the subjects towards the 
sounds, and to have subjects who are more used to 
playing games, so that they would be more familiar 
with the mechanics of the game.     

2.4.4 Refining the Gameplay for the Main 
Experiment  

For the final gameplay of the main experiment, the 
number of balls that the player could throw was 
extended from 20 to 35, so that they would get 
more familiar with the sound, and had more tries to 
learn how to throw the ball properly. A barrier was 
also put three meters in front of the wall, hindering 
the player from walking into the wall, and 
encouraging the player to try and throw the ball 
from a distance. The requirements for subject 
eligibility were also changed, now the subjects 
were required to play video games for two or more 
hours a week. This was done so that the subjects 
would be experienced gamers, who generally are 
more accustomed to typical game mechanics, such 
as the keyboard layout for moving around, and be 
more familiar with using the mouse.  

Prior to start of the experiment, a script was read 
for the subjects instructing the subjects on how to 
move and throw the ball in the game, and telling 
them that they will later answer a questionnaire 
with questions about impact- and hit sounds within 
the game world. 
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Figure 9: The spectrogram for the highest pitched 
sample (left) and the highest pitched modal 
synthesis sound (right). 

Figure 10: The spectrogram for the four samples, 
from the lowest pitch to the highest.



2.4.5 Subjects 

The subjects used for the main experiment were 20 
subjects from Sweden, who play video games two 
or more hours a week. The subjects ranged from 
working professionals and student sound engineers, 
to untrained listeners, and listeners who play a 
musical instrument, and from gaming two hours a 
week up to 10+ hours a week. Trained listeners 
(audio engineers) are more prone to listen to sounds 
and evaluate it in detail. They were therefore not 
excluded from the subject pool, because some part 
of the gaming population is conscious of and 
sensitive to sound design. This was appropriate, 
even though the majority of the gaming population 
are not audio engineers, since more detailed 
answers around the sound may be beneficial for the 
research. 13 of the subjects were trained listeners, 7 
were not trained.  

A total of 26 subjects did the experiment, however 
five of these played less than two hours a week and 
were therefore excluded from the results. One 
subject ignored the instructions given and was 
therefor also excluded. 

2.4.6 Questionnaire  

The subjects were instructed to answer a 
questionnaire, in English, after they had conducted 
the test. Even though the experiments were 
conducted in Sweden, it was conducted in a 
university where the students are expected to have 
university level comprehension in English. 
However, if the subject felt uncomfortable 
answering the questions in English, they were told 
they could answer in Swedish. 

The following questions were asked in order: 

- What is your audio expertise? 
- I’m a professional sound engineer 
- I’m a sound engineer student at LTU 
- I play a musical instrument 
- None 

This multiple choice question was asked to be able 
to separate trained and untrained listeners, if their 
opinions and answers would differ a significant 
amount from each other. 

- How many hours a week do you play video 
games? 
- 0-2 
- 2-5 
- 5-10 
- 10+ 

This was asked to ensure the subjects played video 
games more than two hours per week.  

- How would you describe each ball sound?  
- Turquoise: (free text area) 
- Magenta: (free text area) 

This was asked try and see if the subject would be 
able to differentiate between the two sounds.  

- How would you describe the sounds 
corresponding to your interactions with each 
ball, as it bounced or made impacts? Was it 
varied? Interesting?   
- Turquoise: (free text area) 
- Magenta: (free text area) 

This was asked to see if the subject perceived 
correspondence through interaction with the ball, 
and how they perceived it.     

- Was there a reason for choosing one ball over 
the other (if you did that)?  

This was asked to see if there was a coherent 
reason between the subjects for choosing the ball. 

- How realistic was the Turquoise ball? 
- 1 to 7 likert scale, 1 being not realistic, 7 

being realistic 

- How realistic was the Magenta ball? 
- 1 to 7 likert scale, 1 being not realistic, 7 

being realistic 
The subjects were asked to rate the realism of the 
balls on a likert scale ranging from 1 (not realistic), 
to 7 (realistic). This was asked to see if there were a 
significant difference in the perceived realism of 
the balls.  

- How would you describe the realism of the 
sounds of each ball? 
- Turquoise: (free text area) 
- Magenta: (free text area) 

This was asked to see if there was a reason for one 
being rated more realistic than the other, if that was 
the case. 

- Which ball did you prefer? 
- Equally 
- Neither 
- Turquoise 
- Magenta 

This was asked to see if there was a trend in 
preference of the balls between the subjects. 

2.4.7 Equipment 

The equipment for the main experiment remained 
the same throughout the tests. Closed-back 
headphones were used to eliminate any noise or 
reverberation present in the facilities where the 
tests were conducted, and because it’s a popular 
choice for gamers. A mouse that was suitable for 
gaming was important so the mouse would not 
hinder the player. The tests were conducted on a PC 
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and the screen was recorded using VLC (VideoLan, 
2017) so that if any error occurred during the tests, 
the video could be looked through to determine the 
error. The audio level was set by the author and was 
kept the same throughout the listening tests. 
 
Equipment: 
- Beyerdynamic DT770 closed-back headphones 
- Steelseries Rival 100 optical gaming mouse 
- Windows Computer 
- VLC screen capture 

The experiments were conducted at the computer 
lab, at Luleå Tekniska Universitet, campus Piteå. 

3. Results and Analysis 
In this section the result and analysis from the 
experiments will be presented with different tables 
and figures.  

3.1 Main Experiment Quantitative 

In this section, the results from the quantitative 
questions of the main experiment will be presented 
and analyzed.  

3.1.1 Choice of Ball 

For each subject, the number of times each ball was 
chosen was counted. In Table 5, the complete 
choices of the 20 subjects have been summarized, 
and the mean value and standard deviation of their 
choices has been calculated.  

The results show a slightly higher occurrence of the 
modal synthesis ball. The mean was slightly higher 
for the modal synthesis ball, whilst the standard 
deviation was roughly the same between the two 
balls. A paired t-test was performed on the results 
using GraphPad’s t-test calculator (GraphPad 
Software, 2017). This resulted in a t-value of 
1.2672, and a two-tailed p-value of 0.2204. For 
these results to be considered statistically 
significant, the p-value needs to be less than alpha 
(0.05). With a p-value of 0.2204, alpha is exceeded 
and the results are not considered statistically 
significant.   

3.1.2 Preference 

Figure 11 shows the preference of the two balls. 12 
preferred the modal synthesis ball, four preferred 
the sample based ball, three preferred neither, and 
one subject preferred the balls equally.   

A chi-squared test was performed on the results to 
see if the subjects chose the modal synthesis 
version with a statistical significance over the 
sample based version, and over the subjects without 
a preference (summing the results from Equally and 
Neither together). This resulted in a p-value of 
0.041, which is less than alpha (0.05) and is 
therefore considered statistically significant.   

If only the results of the subjects who had a 
preference are analyzed, 12 for the modal synthesis, 
4 for the sample. The chi-squared test results in a p-
value of 0.0455, which is less than alpha (0.05) and 
is therefore also considered statistically significant. 

3.1.3 Rated Realism 

Figure 12 shows a box-plot of how realistic the 
subjects rated the two balls, and Table 6 shows the 
corresponding values for the box plot. 
  

Table 5: Choice of ball

Modal Sample

Sum of choice 379 321

Mean 18.95 16.15

SD 4.94 4.96
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Figure 11: Preference
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Table 6: Rated Realism Values

Sample Synthesis

Median 3 4.5

Mean 3.1 4.4

Upper 
quartile

4 5

Lower 
quartile

2 3



 

 

A paired t-test was performed on the results, to see 
if the ratings for realism differed between the 
stimuli, using GraphPad’s t-test calculator 
(GraphPad Software, 2017). This resulted in a t-
value of 2.4826, and a two-tailed p-value of 0.0226. 
The p-value is less than alpha (0.05) and is 
therefore considered statistically significant.  

3.2 Main Experiment Qualitative  

In this section the results from the qualitative 
questions will be presented. They were analyzed 
and coded into attributes, after reading the subjects 
responses. Some attributes and responses appeared 
in multiple answers over different questions, but 
the questions cannot be directly compared. The 
codings were then transformed into graphs for each 
question (shown below), showing, on the Y-axis, 
how many times, in total, the subjects referred to an 
attribute. For the complete subject answers, see 
Appendix G. 

Subjects sometimes used comparative descriptions, 
referring to the sounds being, for example, more or 
less realistic than their counterpart. This is reflected 
in the coding and in the graphs below .  

Question: How would you describe each ball 
sound? 

Modal synthesis version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix A. 

Sample based version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix B. 
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Question: How would you describe the sounds 
corresponding to your interactions with each ball, 
as it bounced or made impacts? Was it varied? 
Interesting?  

Modal synthesis version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix C. 

 
Sample based version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix C. 

The coding was summarized into Table 7 where 
selected attributes are shown with the frequency of 
responses. 

Question: Was there a reason for choosing one ball 
over the other (if you did that)? For the set of 
responses view Appendix D. 
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Table 7: Described Interaction Compiled Coding

Concepts/
Sound

Modal synthesis 
version

Sample based 
version

More realistic 
than the 
counterpart

5 0

Less realistic 
than the 
counterpart

0 6

Varied 5 6

Corresponded 
to interaction

4 1

Did not 
correspond to 
interaction

1 4



Question: How would you describe the realism of 
the sounds of each ball? 
 
Modal synthesis version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix E. 

Sample based version: For the set of responses 
view Appendix F. 

The coding was summarized into Table 8 where 
selected attributes are shown with the frequency of 
responses. 

4. Discussion 
4.1 ABX 

On one of the four sounds in the ABX test, subjects 
could with a statistically significance determine 
which was the unprocessed sound. Something in 
the modal deconstruction and/or synthesis process 
led to a detectable difference or artifact.  However, 
on the three remaining sounds, an audible 
difference between the processed and the 
unprocessed sound could not, with a statistical 
significance, be presented, and the process of 
modeling the sounds could therefore be argued 
being successful, in that it did not introduce any 
audible artifacts. However, this was a small sample 
pool of five subjects, and to more comprehensively 
determine if any audible artifacts were introduced 
by the process, a more intricate study should have 
been conducted on the analysis process. Another 
aspect to take in consideration, is the process of 
internally recording the processed sound using 
Audacity, and if that process had an impact on the 
sound.     
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Table 8: Described Realism Compiled Coding

Concepts/
Sound

Modal synthesis 
version

Sample based 
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More 
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10 2

Less realistic 
than the 
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1 10

Consistent 3 0

Inconsistent 2 6



4.2 Main Experiment 

Since synthesis isn’t very utilized in current sound 
design for games, the more traditional sample 
based approach is often applied and it can be 
argued that players are more accustomed to 
listening to samples in games. It would then be 
easy to assume that players would prefer samples 
over synthesis. However we are seeing the 
opposite. What does that mean, and why is that? 
When studying the results presented in this study, 
we can see, in section 3.1.2, that subjects preferred 
the modal synthesis version over the sample based 
version, 12 to 4, which does not exceed alpha and 
is therefore considered statistically significant. 
Similar results are seen when studying section 
3.1.3, where the modal synthesis version is 
perceived as being more realistic than the sample 
based version, which also exceeds the confidence 
level. In section 3.2, under the question ’How 
would you describe the sounds corresponding to 
your interactions with each ball, as it bounced or 
made impacts? Was it varied? Interesting?’ we can 
see that the modal synthesis version and the sample 
based version are both referred to being varied, 
roughly the same amount of times, whilst the modal 
synthesis version is referred to correspond with the 
players interaction more times than the sample 
based version is. It could therefore be argued that 
the subjects preference and perceived realism of the 
ball could be connected with how the sounds 
correspond and varies with interaction.  

Another aspect to take in consideration around how 
realistic the balls were perceived is the notion of 
variation and consistency. The balls were referred 
to being varied roughly the same amount of times. 
However the referred variational properties seem to 
differ from each other. For instance, the modal 
synthesis version had a residual sound that did not 
vary, instead only the mode of the sound was varied 
in pitch, whilst the whole sample based version 
varied in pitch. This could easily be thought to 
make the modal synthesis version sound less 
varied, but instead it was referred to being varied 
roughly the same amount of times, while also being 
referred to being consistent. The sample based 
version was instead referred to being inconsistent. 
The variational consistency seem to have a 
correlation with the subjects perception of realism, 
such as the consistency of the modal synthesis 
sound more closely correlated with the consistency 
of a real ball being thrown, than the sample based 
version. For example, one subject had written about 
the realism of the sample based version: ”Poor 
consistency, too big differences between the 
sounds”. The same subject instead described the 
modal synthesis version as ”Consistent and with 
the right timbre of the different impacts”. Another 
subject described the realism of the sample based 

version as: ”Not very realistic because of the huge 
frequency shift between bounces”. The same 
subject instead described the modal synthesis 
version as: ”Felt pretty realistic in the impact and 
the way the frequencies shifted between bounces”. 
Here we can see a link between the perceived 
realism of the sample based ball with consistency, 
and correspondence with the balls impact. 
Consistency and correspondence of the throw could 
also therefore be closely related. For instance, when 
the sample based ball sound did not correspond 
with how hard the ball was thrown, the pitch of the 
ball would be random, and the ball would be 
referred to being inconsistent, but when the modal 
synthesis ball did correspond, it was referred to as 
consistent.  

4.2.1 Choices 

There’s no statistically significance in the subjects 
choice of ball to throw. However, under the 
question Was there a reason for choosing one ball 
over the other (if you did that)? six subjects 
referred to choosing the modal synthesis version 
because they preferred it. Also, when comparing 
the mean for the number of times subjects chose 
each ball, the modal synthesis version scored 
slightly higher. The reason for it not showing any 
significant results could be a result of the decision 
that was made to inform the subjects that they 
would, after the experiment, answer a questionnaire 
regarding impact- and hit sounds within the game. 
This can also be seen when reviewing the answers, 
since three subjects refer to them choosing the ball 
since they wanted to figure out how it sounded. For 
instance, one subject wrote: ”none specific reason 
besides comparing the two to investigate if there 
were any differencies [sic!] among the two” When 
asked if there was a reason for choosing ball to 
throw. To investigate if players would, for any 
reason, choose the interactive modal synthesis ball, 
over the sample based version, an approach where 
the player’s attention was not directed toward the 
sound should have been taken. A method would 
have to be used where the subjects weren’t 
informed about the experiment’s intent around the 
sounds. This would be appropriate for a different 
research question, where the appeal, even if not 
conscious, of the modal synthesis version is enough 
to motivate choice is researched. But this would 
mean assuming the differences of the versions are 
perceptible. Since we wanted to gain knowledge 
around preference, and choice, of objects with 
interactive synthetic sounds over sample based 
objects, researching perceptible differences was 
more appropriate. We cannot get to the 
subconscious choice without first finding out if 
players perceive a difference.     
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Perceived differences also led to unexpected 
associations. Four subjects referred to one ball 
being easier to throw than the other, and flew and 
bounced in a more controlled way, and that was the 
reason for choosing ball. However, the balls were 
created from the same blueprint in Unreal Engine, 
they had the same physics, the only change 
between the balls was the sound, and the color. The 
balls position could be the reason for one ball being 
perceived as easier to throw. One subject refers to 
being left handed, which can be seen in Appendix 
G, the coding for players choice of ball. This could 
have been the reason for some subjects choice of 
ball. Information regarding if the subject was left 
handed or right handed should have been collected, 
to properly analyze this. However, since the mouse 
was located on the right side of the subject during 
the experiments, all 20 subjects used their right 
hand when controlling the mouse, so they all had 
the same conditions, but their preference of 
dominant hand could impact their choice of turning 
left or right, and so make one ball easier to pick up 
and throw.  

4.2.2 Other Considerations 

The sample based ball sounds were pitch shifted as 
a whole, compared to the modal synthesis version 
which only shifted its modal resonance. Pitch 
shifting the sample introduced artifacts from the 
process, and could have impacted the perceived 
realism or any other attribute of the object. 
However, to make a fair comparison, the two 
versions of the ball needed to have roughly the 
same range in pitch as each other, and pitching the 
sample using common plug-ins and more 
traditional means was appropriate to matching the 
modal synthesis version and the sample based 
version in pitch. This method was deemed 
appropriate, since similar pitch shifting alternatives 
can be found within the Unreal Engine 4 Editor 
(Epic Games, n.d.). Since the modal synthesis 
version uses synthesis, and a residual sample, pitch 
shifting the synthesis doesn’t produce these same 
artifacts, and the pitch shifted outcome is therefore 
more clean.    

A few subjects referred to both balls sounds having 
a problem with panning in the game world. One 
subject refers to the sound being locked to the 
arena, not to how, and where the player is. The 
cause of this problem is unknown, however it 
appears that both balls had the same problem, so 
they both had the same conditions, and is still 
compared fairly to each other.  

For the main experiment, the sound level was to a 
subjectively determined, average listening level, set 
by the author and then kept at the same level for 
every subject, throughout the experiments. The 

reason for this was to reduce distractions from the 
game by having the subject needing to start the 
game, listen, go out from the game, set the level, 
and then continue playing. However, for ecological 
validity purposes the level should have been able to 
be altered by the subject, to ensure the sound was at 
a subjectively comfortable, and adequate level for 
every subject, though this would have made the 
subjects’ comparisons less comparable.  

In section 3.3, under the question ’How would you 
describe the realism of the sounds of each ball?’, 
the modal synthesis ball is referred three times, to 
having more bass than the sample based version. 
The reason for it potentially having more low 
frequency material than the sample based version, 
could be since the decision was taken to try and 
direct the players focus towards the difference of 
the sounds by emphasizing the resonance of the 
modal synthesis, and reducing the bandwidth 
stretching parameter by 200. This was needed since 
a less noticeable difference between the sounds did 
not give as relevant and applicable information in 
the questionnaire as desired. However, it can be 
argued that if more low frequency material was 
present on one of the balls, preference could have 
been impacted for or against the sound with the 
most. 

4.2.3 Critique of the Method 

The experimental method contributed to certain 
ambiguities in the results. To further analyze the 
results, some more detailed questions could have 
been asked, such as what type of games the 
subjects usually play. By asking this, we could have 
determined whether the subjects previously 
experience with games had an impact on the 
results. Such as if the subjects usually played 
games including a lot of intricate interaction with 
the computer mouse had an impact on how easily 
they thew the balls, and could hear the sound 
corresponding to the impact.   

The questionnaire could have been made simpler. 
In the questionnaire, there were four free text area, 
qualitative, questions. On three of these, the subject 
had to answer the same question twice, since they 
had to answer for each ball, making it a total of 7 
free text area questions. This may have been 
tiresome for the subjects, and tested their patience. 
Some questions may then have been answered 
unenthusiastically or with the willingness to finish 
the questionnaire as fast as possible. Also, since 
more time had elapsed answering the first five 
qualitative questions, the subjects may have 
forgotten some attributes of the sounds in the last 
two questions, leading to missing important 
information. This could have been avoided by 
narrowing the questionnaire down to the most 
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important ones. Or, by making some questions 
easier to answer, such as presenting the subjects 
with attributes to choose from to describe the 
sounds, instead of having to write the complete 
answers by themselves. However, this would have 
made the answers less nuanced, and may have led 
to neglecting important information. The detailed 
answers were needed to explore and compare the 
two versions of the ball. This problem could also 
have been avoided by letting the subjects answer 
the questions while playing the game. But, this 
would have distracted the subjects by having to go 
out from the game to answer the questionnaire 
multiple times. This distraction might have 
impacted their perception of the sounds, and the 
questions may not have been answered with the 
relevant information.  

Some subjects might not have fully comprehended 
the questions. Since a large part of the subject pool 
were untrained listeners, and therefore may not be 
familiar with questions regarding audio, there is a 
risk that some subjects did not fully understand the 
questions asked. Also, since the questionnaire was 
presented to the subjects in English, and the 
experiments were conducted in a Swedish 
university, there could have been a language 
barrier, and some subjects might not have fully 
understood the questions. 

The interaction of throwing the ball was described  
in the pilot-study as hard. This was, to some 
degree, resolved by encouraging the subjects to 
throw further, and increasing the numbers of throws 
so that they had more time to learn the interaction. 
However, throwing the ball wasn’t made easier. A 
more generic, usual interaction, that video game 
players are more used to, could have benefited the 
research since they instead could have focused 
more on the sounds than learning the interaction.  

The sensitivity of the mouse could have been 
chosen on more ascertain grounds. In the 
experiments it was set to its default sensitivity 
value. This may have resulted in some subjects 
finding it difficult to use, and could have been 
avoided if a commonly preferred sensitivity value 
was used. However, mouse sensitivity is a highly 
subjective choice of preference, and finding a 
preferred value that suits most subjects may have 
been difficult.  

The color of the balls may have impacted 
preference. If one subject had a preference of color, 
it may have, consciously or subconsciously, 
impacted that subjects preference of ball to throw. 
But, to be able to distinguish between the two balls, 
a visible difference was needed, and color was 
deemed an appropriate way of distinguishing 
between the balls. Also, when reviewing the 

qualitative question for choice of ball, no 
references to preference of color can be found.    

5. Conclusion and Future 
Research 
In this study we have shown that an in game object, 
with a procedurally implemented modal synthesis 
sound which corresponds with the subjects 
interaction, in this case how hard a ball was thrown, 
is preferred and perceived as being more realistic 
than an object with a more traditional sample based 
sound that does not vary with interaction. This was 
shown by conducting an in game environment 
experiment, on 20 players listening through 
headphones who chose and threw balls at a wall to 
reveal a hidden message. The outcome of which 
was that the subjects preferred and perceived, with 
a statistically significance, the modal synthesis 
version as higher than the sample based version. 
However, the subjects choice of ball to throw could 
not, with a statistically significance, be presented. 
This may be a result of directing the subjects 
towards the sounds.  

This study is an argument for future study and 
future use of synthetic audio in games, since it may 
improve the gaming experience by mediating 
interaction; leading to more realistic and preferred 
sounds on objects in games, and reducing file size, 
in this case by more than six times.    

Future research should further study the potentials 
of synthetic audio in games, and sounds for 
different objects and interactions, as well as other  
types of synthesis. For example the potentials of 
using additive and subtractive synthesis when 
designing various ambience and car sounds, and 
making the sounds adaptive and dynamically 
interactive. Other potential could be in the field of 
virtual reality, where interactivity and interactive 
sound may be of even greater importance. 

Since implementation of the SoundSeed plug-in 
with Unreal Engine was a rather complicated task, 
where the plug-in had to be registered with unreal 
engine and its license by programming, using C++. 
Furthering the development of synthetic audio in 
games may then streamline this process, making it 
easier for sound designers to implement and use 
similar plug-ins, which may then increase the use 
of synthesis in games. This may then improve 
sound in games, making it more adaptive and 
dynamically interactive, while also saving storage. 
The industry should therefore try and make 
implementation and experimentation using 
synthesis as easy as possible, so that sound 
designers and programmers easily can create more 
interactive sounds. 
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More low frequency/
Heavier

Annoying Dry Simple Rubbery Less varied More varied

A 25: Heavier impact. 
More muted impact 
which gives the 
impression of being 
heavier

A 19: Bouncy, metallic, 
annoying, dry

A 19: Bouncy, metallic, 
annoying, dry

A 21: Simple and 
consise

A 23: Rubbery B 24: Monotont, 
samma ljud vid varje 
studs av bollen. Eko.

B 26: Plastic, 
containing air. More 
varying pitch. 
Sometimes higher 
pitched.

B 11: Samma, men 
kanske lite tyngre, 
eller med mindre tryck 
i.

B 5: Denna boll hade 
samma ljud hela tiden. 
Den hade mera 
polatusboll aktig 
känsla hela tiden.

B 12: Lowpitched 
bouncy impact

B 20: More lower freq. 
Otherwise it didnt 
sound very different.

Described Sound: Synthesis
Panning problem Realistic Consistent Bright High pitch Metallic Bouncy

A 2: I experienced the 
turquoise sound a little 
late, mainly cause 
when I watched the 
ball directly the sound 
would still come in just 
one ear.

A 4: Mer trovärdigt. Lät 
typ mer verkligt.  

A 4: More consistent, 
a bit less funny 
sounding

A 10: För klart, men 
OK. Poängen 
framgick.

A 13: Högre pitch, ett 
"lättare ihåligt objekt" 
lite metalliskt

A 13: Högre pitch, ett 
"lättare ihåligt objekt" 
lite metalliskt

A 13: Högre pitch, ett 
"lättare ihåligt objekt" 
lite metalliskt

B 9: Realistiskt B 22: a bit more 
treble and kind of 
metallic

A 19: Bouncy, metallic, 
annoying, dry

A 15: Lät nästan som 
en gymnastikboll

B 16: It sounded like i 
would expected it to 
sound; not too bright, 
not too dark.

B 14: I can't really put 
my finger on why, but I 
didn't like the Magenta 
ball quite as much. 
There was some kind 
of harmonic tone that 
gave the ball (IMO) a 
slightly metallic tone, 
which didn’t really add 
up with the bounciness 
of the ball itself.

A 19: Bouncy, 
metallic, annoying, dry

B 22: a bit more treble 
and kind of metallic

B 12: Lowpitched 
bouncy impact

B 26: Plastic, 
containing air. More 
varying pitch. 
Sometimes higher 
pitched.
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Described sound: Sample
Bouncy like a basketball or 
beachball 

Metallic High pitch Felt better Changing in size

A 19: High pitch, bouncy, metallic A 4: Metalliskt ljud. Lät lite udda. A 19: High pitch, bouncy, metallic A 2: The magenta i felt to be spot 
on with the impact giving a clearer 
picture of where my ball was at. I 
got a better feeling using the 
magenta ball, cause it felt better.

A 8: A bit weird, sounds like the 
ball is changing its size every time 
it hits something

A 25: the opposite of the 
turquoise. Feels more bouncy in 
the impact. Fells lighter

A 19: High pitch, bouncy, metallic B 12: Highpitched bounce

B 11: En blandning av badboll och 
basketboll?

A 23: Metallic B 16: Bright; as if the ball was 
pumped really hard.

B 12: Highpitched bounce

B 14: Good, realistic ring and tone 
at point of impact, at  first glance. 
Sounded like a beach ball (or one 
of those cheap, plastic "basket 
balls" you buy at gas stations) 
with a little too much air pressure.

B 26: Plastic, containing air. Less 
varying pitch

Not realistic Changed dependent on 
position 

Less high frequency Less lower frequency Less varying pitch

A 4: Metalliskt ljud. Lät lite udda. B 5: Bollan hade lite mer hög 
pitch för de vertikala planen och 
en mer dämpad och typ 
polatusboll aktig känsla på de 
horizontala planen.

A 13: Mindre högrekventa ljud, ett 
"rundare" ljud, men likt turquoise

B 20: It has less lower freq B 26: Plastic, containing air. Less 
varying pitch

A 8: A bit weird, sounds like the 
ball is changing its size every time 
it hits something

B 24: Ekande ljud som beroende 
på var bollen studsade var högre 
eller lägre.

B 22: thumpier sound

A 10: wtf

A 21: Weird phasewise. Random.

B 9: Orealistiskt, pitchen 
ändrades vid varje studs.
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Described Interaction: Sample
Less Realistic Varied Did not correspond 

to how hard it was 
thrown

Less Varied Sounded lighter Problem with 
panning

Corresponding to 
how hard it was 
thrown

A 8: More funny than 
realistic

A 13: Jag upplevde 
skillnad mellan första 
studs(impact) och 
andra studs, men det 
kan ha att göra med 
vilken yta den träffade, 
osäker.

A 10: Helt fel. 
Variationen borde 
bero på vad och hur 
bollen träffar. Också 
hur snabbt den färdas.

A 2: It felt like a much 
less varied impact 
sounds

A 19: Lighter than the 
turquoise. Higher pitch

B 11: Stereobilden var 
låst till arenan istället 
för efter hur jag vände 
på mig. Ljudet 
varierade, men 
kanske lite väl radikalt. 
Det lät ibland som 
olika bollar snarare än 
olika studsar med 
samma.

A 8: This one felt as it 
changed size 
depending on how 
hard it hit the wall.

A 23: Metallic, 
unatural, boring

A 15: det var lite olika 
ljud på när den 
träffade tavlan och när 
den studsade på 
marken.

A 21: Random, it didn't 
really correspond with 
the velocity of the ball.

A 4: Mindre variation, 
lite mer enformigt.

A 25: it felt a bit lighter 
in the impact.

B 20: B 20: Both balls 
had wrong panning 
sometimes.

B 9: Irriterande B 5: Baserat på vilken 
form av yta, vertikal 
eller horisontal, så 
ändras ljudet.

B 14: A little 
inconsequential in 
terms of sound 
volume and ball 
velocity.

B 11: Ljudet varierade, 
men kanske lite väl 
radikalt. Det lät ibland 
som olika bollar 
snarare än olika 
studsar med samma.

B 11: Ljudet varierade, 
men kanske lite väl 
radikalt. Det lät ibland 
som olika bollar 
snarare än olika 
studsar med samma.

B 24: Varierande och 
oförutsägbart, 
intressant.

B 12: This one varied 
a lot in pitch and felt 
unrealistic when the 
pitch rose.

B 12: This one varied 
a lot in pitch and felt 
unrealistic when the 
pitch rose.

B 26: See More 
varying, less realistic, 
more fun

B 26: See More 
varying, less realistic, 
more fun

Described Interaction: Modal
More Realistic Varied Corresponds to 

how hard it was 
thrown

More 
Interresting

More Bass Less Varied Problem with 
panning

Did not 
correspond to 
how it was 
thrown

Inconsistent

A 8: This one felt 
a bit more 
realistic,

A 2: It varied a 
little in my 
perspective.

A 8: slightly varied 
depending on the 
impact, just 
enough to
make it feel like 
the impact was at 
different speeds

A 2: Though the 
turquoise
was more 
intressting.

A 19: The 
turquoise was 
heavier more 
bass

B 5: Denna boll 
hade som sagt 
samma ljud hela 
tiden, vilket 
passar för test 
arean man var 
på.

B 11: Samma 
problem med 
stereobilden. 

B 14: Generally, 
highimpact
throws 
generate high-
pitch noises, 
and vice versa, 
but this didn't 
always match 
up.

A 25: 
inconsistent in 
the variations 
of sound.

A 21: Sounded 
more natural. 
Like a would 
imagine a ball 
like that would 
sound

A 4: Varierat lite 
på kraft som en 
gjorde i slungen

B 16: The sound 
corresponded 
well with the ball
´s impacts.

B 22: but this ball 
felt a bit more 
interesting.

B 12: I liked the 
heavier bass a lot 
as it made the 
impact seem 
harder. 

B 26: More 
monotonous

B 20: Both 
balls had 
wrong panning 
sometimes.

A 23: Bouncy, 
fun, varied

A 8: This one felt 
a bit more 
realistic, slightly 
varied depending 
on the impact

A 4: Varierat lite 
på kraft som en 
gjorde i slungen

B 9: Trovärdigt A 10: Varierade 
lite. Kändes inte 
helt fel.

B 24: 
Förutsägbart

B 26: more 
realistic

A 15: det var lite 
olika ljud på när 
den träffade 
tavlan och när 
den studsade på 
marken.



Appendix D - Set of Response - Reasons for Choosing 

Reasons for Choosing
Preferred the modal 
synthesis version

Random One was easier to throw 
with than the other

Figure out the sounds Uncertain Funny but not immersive 
sound

A 21: It wasn't as 
distracting.

A 15: Testade båda 
bollarna. Mest för att byta 
färg.

A 2: Yes it was, as i have 
described above I 
preferred the magenta 
mainly cause it has a
smoother feeling to it 
generally.

A 10: I början, bara för att 
vara konsekvent. Senare 
magenta bara för att höra 
hur ljudet varierade, och 
om variationen berodde på 
någonting.

A 4: Jag var osäker på om 
jag skulle variera men jag 
skulle absolut föredra den 
turkosa i efterhand.

A 8: I threw the magenta 
ball most because of the 
funny sound, but if I was 
trying to make an 
immersive experience, I 
would choose the 
turquoise one.

A 23: The turquoise one 
felt more natural, so I 
prefer that one.

A 19: no reason, all 
random

A 13: Magenta, då den var 
lättare att kontrollera i kast 
och den  flög dit jag ville. 
Turquise var för kännslig 
för rörelse i sidled.

A 25: none specific reason 
besides comparing the two 
to investigate if there were 
any differencies among 
the two

B 5: jag valde magnetan 
mer för att just den bollen 
kändes mer hemma för 
miljön man var i. Däremot 
om jag hade varit i en miljö 
där väggarna vart 
annorlunda material från 
golvet så hade jag nog valt 
turquoise bollen

B 14: No, not that I'm 
aware of.

B 11: Jag försökte få en 
känsla för om de studsade 
olika, men märkte inget 
konkret. Det var snarare 
fullt upp att ens försöka 
kasta bollfan. Men jag tror 
den turkosa (öh. 
svenska?) studsade på ett 
mer kontrollerat sätt 
medan den lila verkade  
flyga iväg i oväntade 
riktningar ibland.

B 24: Det var kul att se hur 
bollarna lät beroende på 
hur hårt man kastade dem, 
eller hur många studsar de 
hann med innan de 
stannade.

B 9: Magenta lät 
trovärdigast, turkosa var 
irriterande/jobbigt att 
använda.

B 20: No reason B 22: I usually turned to 
my left so that the 
magenta ball felt more 
natural to me (I am left 
handed, perhaps that 
plays a part in this)

B 12: I liked the magenta 
because of the realism 
and the stronger impact.

B 26: Often 1 times each. 
Sometimes up to 3 in a 
row to look for 
improvements in hits.

B 16: The magenta ball 
sounded better to my ears. 
It sounded as i would 
expect it to sound, while 
the turquoise ball sounded 
artificial. It didn´t sound 
like I imagined it in my 
head.
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Appendix E - Set of Response - Described Realism: Synthesis 
Described Realism: Synthesis

More realistic 
than the sample

Had a wacky, 
metallic, or 
hollow sound to it

Had more bass to 
it than the sample

Panning problem, 
or sound level 
problem

Consistent Inconsistent Less realistic 
than the sample

Sounded bright

A 4: Mycket mer 
trovärdigt än 
Magentabollen.

A 2: A little wackier 
then the magenta.

A 19: Because of 
the lower pitch it 
felt more realistic

A 10: Volym och 
klarhet avtog inte 
med avstånd. 
Omvänd 
panorering.

A 21: Consistent 
and with the right 
timbre of the 
different impacts.

A 25: well, a bit 
inconsistent in the 
bouncing part. Felt 
like it weren't 
acting as I would 
have expected the 
tonality/pitch of an 
ball bouncing on 
different surfaces

B 14: Not as 
realistic as the 
Turquoise

A 10: För klart.

A 8: A bit more 
realistic, but not 
really lifelike

A 13: Lite för 
metallisk, men 
annars väldigt lik 
en ihålig sillikonboll 
till sitt ljud.

B 11: jag inbillar 
mig att den kanske 
var lite basigare.

B 16: It sounded 
the same despite 
the different 
distances from the 
observer.

B 5: Denna boll var 
lite mer realistisk i 
detta sammanhang 
just för att allt 
verkade vara av 
samma material. 
Då bör bollen ha 
ett konstant ljud 
oavsett vars den 
träffar.

B 14: Every time 
the impact pitch 
was off, I was 
thrown off track

A 19: Because of 
the lower pitch it 
felt more realistic

A 15: Som jag sa 
innan var det 
ganska likt en 
gymnastikboll. Lite 
för "boink"-igt ljud 
för att kanske vara 
riktig vara.

B 12: The bass 
may have been a 
bit overly 
pronounced.

B 20: Both balls 
sounded not very 
realistic because of 
their movements.

B 12: Felt pretty 
realistic in the 
impact and the way 
the frequencies 
shifted between 
bounces.

A 23: Pretty bog 
standard, natural

B 24: Ljudet var 
mer likt en boll som 
studsar i t.ex. en 
idrottshall.

B 5: Denna boll var 
lite mer realistisk i 
detta sammanhang 
just för att allt 
verkade vara av 
samma material.

B 9: Väldigt!

B 12: Felt pretty 
realistic in the 
impact and the way 
the frequencies 
shifted between 
bounces.

B 16: Close to 
realistic, but not 
perfect

B 22: As above but 
maybe somehow 
more realistic.

B 26: Constant 
pitch more realistic, 
but sound too 
monotonous for the 
different types of 
impacts.
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Appendix F - Set of Response - Described Realism: Sample 

Described Realism: Sample
Less realistic 
than the modal 
synthesis 

Inconsistent Had a wacky, 
metallic, or 
hollow sound 
to it

More realistic 
than the modal 
synthesis

Sounded 
synthetic 

Did not 
correspond to 
how hard the 
ball was thrown

Panning 
problem, or 
sound level 
problem

Sounded bright Easier to throw 
with

A 4: Lät inte alls 
som jag tänker 
att en boll ska 
låta. Kanske en 
medicinboll ifs...

A 10: Exakt som 
ovan, fast med 
uppenbarligen 
slumpvald 
tonhöjd.

A 13: Även 
denna som en 
ihålig silikonboll, 
med en mörkare 
ton och därmed 
mer realistisk.

A 13: Även 
denna som en 
ihålig silikonboll, 
med en mörkare 
ton och därmed 
mer realistisk.

B 22: It did not 
feel completely 
realistic. A bit 
synthetic.

B 5: Däremot 
bör bollens 
hastighet spela 
med också.

B 20: Both balls 
sounded not 
very realistic 
because of their 
movements.

B 16: Although 
quite realistic, it 
sounded too 
"clicky" and too 
bright at times.

A 2: Easier to 
finish the game 
with

A 8: Not at all 
realistic, 
sounded more 
like a funny 
sound effect

A 21: Poor 
consistency, too 
big differences 
between the 
sounds.

A 15: Som jag 
sa innan var det 
ganska likt en 
gymnastikboll. 
Lite för "boink"-
igt ljud för att 
kanske vara 
riktig vara.

B 14: Not bad! 
After a while, 
you kind of get 
to the point 
where you've 
heard the very 
same sound 
before, and it 
kind of loses 
some 
immersion.

B 24: Fick en 
mer artifciell 
känsla av ljudet 
på den turkosa 
bollen.

B 26: Too 
varying pitch. 
Pitch felt not 
related to speed 
of impact.

A 10: För klart. 
Volym och 
klarhet avtog 
inte med 
avstånd. 
Omvänd 
panorering.

A 19: This one 
did not sound 
realistic

A 25: as earlier 
stated in this 
question it was 
the behavior of 
the balls 
bouncing 
qualities that 
were a bit off on 
both balls.

A 23: Unnatural 
and metallic.

A 23: Unnatural 
and metallic.

B 5: Den byter ju 
ljud baserat på 
om den träffar 
en vägg eller ett 
golv. Men 
eftersom allt 
verkar vara av 
samma material 
så känns det 
konstigt som att 
den ska byta 
ljud.

B 9: Inte alls. B 12: Not very 
realistic because 
of the huge 
frequency shift 
between 
bounces.

B 11: Helt ok 
ljud, men torrt 
för sigsjälv 
upplevs det 
tydligt gaetat, 
vilket förtar 
realismen.

B 26: Too 
varying pitch. 
Pitch felt not 
related to speed 
of impact.

B 12: Not very 
realistic because 
of the huge 
frequency shift 
between 
bounces.

B 16: Although 
quite realistic, it 
sounded too 
"clicky" and too 
bright at times.

B 22: It did not 
feel completely 
realistic. A bit 
synthetic.

B 24: Fick en 
mer artifciell 
känsla av ljudet 
på den turkosa 
bollen.
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Appendix G - Complete Qualitative Answers 

Complete Qualitative Answers
Subject Describe sound 

sample
Describe Sound 
synthesis

Described interaction 
Sample

Described interaction 
Synthesis

Reason for choosing Described Realism 
sample

Described Realism 
synthesis

A 2 The magenta i felt to be 
spot on with the impact 
giving a clearer picture 
of where my ball was 
at. I got a better feeling 
using the magenta ball, 
cause it felt better.

I experienced the 
turquoise sound a little 
late, mainly cause when I 
watched the ball directly 
the sound would still come 
in just one ear.

It felt like a much less 
varied impact sounds, 
smoother for my ears. 
Though the turquoise
was more intressting. I
´m not quite sure about 
the colours but I felt it 
was smoother to use
the magenta ball in 
general.

It varied a little in my 
perspective. I felt like 
sounds was changed 
sometimes when it had 
a impact to the same 
surface.

Yes it was, as i have 
described above I 
preferred the magenta 
mainly cause it has a
smoother feeling to it 
generally. I thought that 
I was going crazy that 
the balls had different
sounds. Which it seems 
to be referring to this 
test?

Easier to finish the game 
with, I could have worked 
through with the 
magenta only. If i had
unlimited amount of balls 
will say :)

A little wackier then the 
magenta.

A 4 Metalliskt ljud. Lät lite 
udda.

Mer trovärdigt. Lät typ mer 
verkligt.

Mindre variation, lite 
mer enformigt.

Varierat lite på kraft 
som en gjorde i 
slungen

Jag var osäker på om 
jag skulle variera men 
jag skulle absolut 
föredra den turkosa i 
efterhand.

Lät inte alls som jag 
tänker att en boll ska 
låta. Kanske en 
medicinboll ifs...

Mycket mer trovärdigt än 
Magentabollen.

A 8 A bit weird, sounds like 
the ball is changing its 
size every time it hits 
something

More consistent, a bit less 
funny sounding

This one felt as it 
changed size 
depending on how hard 
it hit the wall. More 
funny than
realistic

This one felt a bit more 
realistic, slightly varied 
depending on the 
impact, just enough to
make it feel like the 
impact was at different 
speeds

I threw the magenta ball 
most because of the 
funny sound, but if I was 
trying to make an 
immersive experience, I 
would choose the 
turquoise one.

Not at all realistic, 
sounded more like a 
funny sound effect

A bit more realistic, but not 
really lifelike

A 10 wtf För klart, men OK. 
Poängen framgick.

Helt fel. Variationen 
borde bero på vad och 
hur bollen träffar. Också 
hur snabbt den färdas.

Varierade lite. Kändes 
inte helt fel.

I början, bara för att 
vara konsekvent. 
Senare magenta bara 
för att höra hur ljudet 
varierade, och om 
variationen berodde på 
någonting.

Exakt som ovan, fast 
med uppenbarligen 
slumpvald tonhöjd.

För klart. Volym och klarhet 
avtog inte med avstånd. 
Omvänd panorering.

A 13 Mindre högrekventa 
ljud, ett "rundare" ljud, 
men likt turquoise

Högre pitch, ett "lättare 
ihåligt objekt" lite 
metalliskt

Jag upplevde skillnad 
mellan första 
studs(impact) och 
andra studs, men det 
kan ha att göra med 
vilken yta den träffade, 
osäker.

Använde väldigt få av 
dem, så osäker.

Magenta, då den var 
lättare att kontrollera i 
kast och den  flög dit jag 
ville. Turquise var för 
kännslig för rörelse i 
sidled.

Även denna som en 
ihålig silikonboll, med en 
mörkare ton och därmed 
mer realistisk.

Lite för metallisk, men annars 
väldigt lik en ihålig sillikonboll 
till sitt ljud.

A 15 Tänkte inte så mycket 
på att det var stora 
skillnader

Lät nästan som en 
gymnastikboll

Samma som förra 
frågan

Kort och studsigt ljud. 
det var lite olika ljud på 
när den träffade tavlan 
och när den studsade
på marken.

Testade båda bollarna. 
Mest för att byta färg.

Samma som förra frågan Som jag sa innan var det 
ganska likt en gymnastikboll. 
Lite för "boink"-igt ljud för att 
kanske vara riktig vara.

A 19 High pitch, bouncy, 
metallic

Bouncy, metallic, 
annoying, dry

Lighter than the 
turquoise. Higher pitch

The turquoise was 
heavier more bass

no reason, all random This one did not sound 
realistic

Because of the lower pitch it 
felt more realistic

A 21 Weird phasewise. 
Random.

Simple and consise Random, it didn't really 
correspond with the 
velocity of the ball.

Sounded more natural. 
Like a would imagine a 
ball like that would 
sound.

It wasn't as distracting. Poor consistency, too big 
differences between the 
sounds.

Consistent and with the right 
timbre of the different 
impacts.

A 23 Metallic Rubbery Metallic, unatural, 
boring

Bouncy, fun, varied The turquoise one felt 
more natural, so I prefer 
that one.

Unnatural and metallic. Pretty bog standard, natural

A 25 the opposite of the 
turquoise. Feels more 
bouncy in the impact. 
Fells lighter

Heavier impact. More 
muted impact which gives 
the impression of being 
heavier

felt like it had the same 
bouncing qualities as 
the turquoise but as 
stated, it felt a bit lighter
in the impact.

as stated earlier, felt 
more muted in the 
impact. the bounces 
were a bit inconsistent 
in the
variations of sound.

none specific reason 
besides comparing the 
two to investigate if 
there were any 
differencies among the 
two

as earlier stated in this 
question it was the 
behavior of the balls 
bouncing qualities that 
were
a bit off on both balls. I 
can't really give anything 
more than what has 
been said earlier.

well, a bit inconsistent in the 
bouncing part. Felt like it 
weren't acting as I would have 
expected the tonality/pitch of 
an ball bouncing on different 
surfaces. I guess that the 
expectations was determined 
of an alternating pitch in the 
bounce as depending on the 
height of the balls position 
before impact (if that makes 
any sense at all)

B 5 Bollan hade lite mer 
hög pitch för de 
vertikala planen och en 
mer dämpad och typ 
polatusboll aktig känsla 
på de horizontala 
planen.

Denna boll hade samma 
ljud hela tiden. Den hade 
mera polatusboll aktig 
känsla hela tiden.

Baserat på vilken form 
av yta, vertikal eller 
horisontal, så ändras 
ljudet. Vilket skulle vara 
bra
fast om man hade lite 
annan ton på ytan så 
att säga som gräs, 
metal, jord eller vatten 
och
inte bara baserat på 
ytans vinkel.

Denna boll hade som 
sagt samma ljud hela 
tiden, vilket passar för 
test arean man var på. 
Ungefär som för vissa 
spels tutorials.

jag valde magnetan mer 
för att just den bollen 
kändes mer hemma för 
miljön man var i. 
Däremot om jag hade 
varit i en miljö där 
väggarna vart 
annorlunda material från 
golvet så hade jag nog 
valt turquoise bollen

Den byter ju ljud baserat 
på om den träffar en 
vägg eller ett golv. Men 
eftersom allt verkar
vara av samma material 
så känns det konstigt 
som att den ska byta 
ljud. Däremot bör bollens 
hastighet spela med 
också.

Denna boll var lite mer 
realistisk i detta sammanhang 
just för att allt verkade vara av 
samma material. Då bör 
bollen ha ett konstant ljud 
oavsett vars den träffar.

B 9 Orealistiskt, pitchen 
ändrades vid varje 
studs.

Realistiskt Irriterande Trovärdigt Magenta lät 
trovärdigast, turkosa var 
irriterande/jobbigt att 
använda.

Inte alls. Väldigt!

Subject
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B 11 En blandning av 
badboll och basketboll?

Samma, men kanske lite 
tyngre, eller med mindre 
tryck i.

Stereobilden var låst till 
arenan istället för efter 
hur jag vände på mig. 
Ljudet varierade, men
kanske lite väl radikalt. 
Det lät ibland som olika 
bollar snarare än olika 
studsar med samma.

Samma problem med 
stereobilden. Jag 
reflekterade inte över 
någon direkt skillnad 
mellan bollarna.

Jag försökte få en 
känsla för om de 
studsade olika, men 
märkte inget konkret. 
Det var snarare fullt upp 
att ens försöka kasta 
bollfan. Men jag tror den 
turkosa (öh. svenska?) 
studsade på ett mer 
kontrollerat sätt medan 
den lila verkade  flyga 
iväg i oväntade 
riktningar ibland.

Helt ok ljud, men torrt för 
sigsjälv upplevs det 
tydligt gaetat, vilket förtar 
realismen.

Ganska likvärdigt i realism. 
jag inbillar mig att den kanske 
var lite basigare. men det kan 
vara inbillning.

B 12 Highpitched bounce Lowpitched bouncy impact This one varied a lot in 
pitch and felt unrealistic 
when the pitch rose.

I liked the heavier bass 
a lot as it made the 
impact seem harder. 
Didn't vary nearly as 
much
as the other ball.

I liked the magenta 
because of the realism 
and the stronger impact.

Not very realistic 
because of the huge 
frequency shift between 
bounces.

Felt pretty realistic in the 
impact and the way the 
frequencies shifted between 
bounces. The bass may have 
been a bit overly pronounced.

B 14 Good, realistic ring and 
tone at point of impact, 
at  first glance. 
Sounded like a beach 
ball (or one of those 
cheap, plastic "basket 
balls" you buy at gas 
stations) with a little too 
much air pressure.

I can't really put my finger 
on why, but I didn't like the 
Magenta ball quite as 
much. There was some 
kind of harmonic tone that 
gave the ball (IMO) a 
slightly metallic tone, 
which didn’t really add up 
with the bounciness of the 
ball itself.

A little inconsequential 
in terms of sound 
volume and ball 
velocity. The sounds 
were almost perfect for 
high impact throws, but 
the following drops and 
bounces sounded way 
to
strong/heavy at times. A 
little off, but better so 
than the Magenta.

Also a little 
inconsequential, but in 
terms of sound pitch 
and ball velocity. 
Generally, highimpact
throws generate high-
pitch noises, and vice 
versa, but this didn't 
always match up.
At times, the drop/
bounce were higher 
pitched (implying a 
harder impact) than the 
actual
throw. Not off by much, 
but worse so than the 
Turquoise.

No, not that I'm aware 
of.

Not bad! After a while, 
you kind of get to the 
point where you've heard 
the very same sound
before, and it kind of 
loses some immersion. 
But by miniscule 
amounts. Seeing as the 
worst
I could think of was the 
impact volume, I mean, 
that says something. The 
Devil's in the
details.

Not as realistic as the 
Turquoise (MAN, that's a b**** 
to spell...). Every time the 
impact pitch was off, I was 
thrown off track (or however 
you would translate "hajade 
till!"), which broke the 
immersion of the game. It 
wasn't hard to  nd track again, 
but as soon as it happened 
again, I always reacted like 
"Hey, that's not right..."

B 16 Bright; as if the ball was 
pumped really hard.

It sounded like i would 
expected it to sound; not 
too bright, not too dark.

It sounded to clicky and 
too bright for my taste. 
The response felt 
unnatural.

It sounded quite nice. 
The sound 
corresponded well with 
the ball´s impacts.

The magenta ball 
sounded better to my 
ears. It sounded as i 
would expect it to 
sound, while
the turquoise ball 
sounded artificial. It didn
´t sound like I imagined 
it in my head.

Although quite realistic, it 
sounded too "clicky" and 
too bright at times.

Close to realistic, but not 
perfect. It sounded the same 
despite the different distances 
from the observer.

B 20 It has less lower freq More lower freq. 
Otherwise it didnt sound 
very different.

Both balls had wrong 
panning sometimes. 
And the motion did not 
really  ts the sound.

Same here. No reason Both balls sounded not 
very realistic because of 
their movements.

same here

B 22 thumpier sound a bit more treble and kind 
of metallic

It felt varied, but I did 
not notice a discernible 
difference between the 
sounds of the two
balls.

As above, but this ball 
felt a bit more 
interesting.

I usually turned to my 
left so that the magenta 
ball felt more natural to 
me (I am left handed, 
perhaps that plays a 
part in this)

It did not feel completely 
realistic. A bit synthetic.

As above but maybe 
somehow more realistic.

B 24 Ekande ljud som 
beroende på var bollen 
studsade var högre 
eller lägre.

Monotont, samma ljud vid 
varje studs av bollen. Eko.

Varierande och 
oförutsägbart, 
intressant.

Förutsägbart. Lugnare 
ljud.

Det var kul att se hur 
bollarna lät beroende på 
hur hårt man kastade 
dem, eller hur många 
studsar de hann med 
innan de stannade.

Fick en mer artifciell 
känsla av ljudet på den 
turkosa bollen.

Ljudet var mer likt en boll som 
studsar i t.ex. en idrottshall.

B 26 Plastic, containing air. 
Less varying pitch

Plastic, containing air. 
More varying pitch. 
Sometimes higher pitched.

See More varying, less 
realistic, more fun

Plastic, containing air, 
More monotonous, 
more realistic, less fun

Often 1 times each. 
Sometimes up to 3 in a 
row to look for 
improvements in hits.

Too varying pitch. Pitch 
felt not related to speed 
of impact.

Constant pitch more realistic, 
but sound too monotonous for 
the different types of impacts.

Describe sound 
sample

Describe Sound 
synthesis

Described interaction 
Sample

Described interaction 
Synthesis

Reason for choosing Described Realism 
sample

Described Realism 
synthesis

Subject
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Appendix H - Pilot Experiment Questionnaire Questions 

- What is your audio expertise? 
- I’m a professional sound engineer 
- I’m a sound engineer student at LTU 
- I play a musical instrument 
- None 

- How many hours a week do you play video games? 
- 0-2 
- 2-5 
- 5-10 
- 10+ 

- How would you describe the sounds of the balls? 
- (free text area) 

- How would you describe interacting with the two balls? Varied? Interesting? Difficult to figure out?  
- (free text area) 

- Was there a reason for choosing one ball over the other (if you did that)? 
- (free text area) 

- How realistic was the Turquoise ball? 
- 1 to 7 likert scale, 1 being not realistic, 7 being realistic 

- How realistic was the Magenta ball? 
- 1 to 7 likert scale, 1 being not realistic, 7 being realistic 

- How would you describe the realism of the balls? 
- (free text area) 

- Which ball did you prefer? 
- Equally 
- Neither 
- Turquoise 
- Magenta 
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